I lived in the Gràcia neighbourhood for two
years and I loved it. My favourite café is still
LA NENA. It’s relaxed, colourful and just
makes you smile. Perfect spot for breakfast
with outdoor seats too. Friendly staff offer
good coffee, even better hot chocolate and
sublime cakes. (Carrer Ramon y Cajal
36, +34 932 851 476; facebook.com/
chocolaterialanena)
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Catalans love big heads! The store EL INGENIO has been
selling giant pâpier-maché masks and huge heads or “Capgros”
for Catalan popular festivals since 1838. You’ll see people
dancing in them during La Mercè festival every September.
Visit the store’s old atelier – it’s pure magic. (Carrer Rauric 6,
+34 933 177 138; el-ingenio.net)

AN INSIDER’S GUIDE TO

Barcelona
From a “big heads” shop to wine dance
bars, Cork-born Killian Cooper recommends
quirky spots in his adopted city.
If you’re going clubbing and
craving funky soulful rhythms
with tasty Latin beats and
hip-hop then check out
MARULA CAFÉ CLUB.
No crossed arms here,
people come to dance and
have fun. On Sundays catch
DJ Timber from Ireland who,
I’m proud to say, is one of
the best salsa dancers in the
city. (Carrer Escudillers 49;
marulacafe.com)

If you want a unique one-stop terrace, restaurant
and nightclub then go to OCAÑA. Named after
1970s performance artist José Pérez Ocaña, the
décor and ambiance is Arabian palace. Each club
night has a different personality. Good food, good
service and striking cocktails. (Plaza Reial 13-15,
+34 93 676 4814; ocana.cat)

A cosy tavern of gastronomic delight lies opposite the
famous Botero cat sculpture in El Raval. SUCULENT has
an astonishing menu of tapas at a reasonable price and a
spectacular brie cheesecake. Atmosphere is always buzzing
and a sliding wall reveals a secret dining booth behind the
kitchen (Rambla del Raval 43, +34 934 436 579; suculent.com)

HOTEL PRAKTIK is a
cool chain of designer
hotels. What makes this
one extra special is Forn
Baluard – the artisanal
bakery that’s located in
the lobby. Baking is in
full view, creating a lively,
homely feel that contrasts
with the minimalist colorscheme. (Carrer Provença
279, +34 934 880 061;
hotelpraktikbakery.com)
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Sunday afternoon is the new Friday night, thanks to
VEN TÚ! The “Baile del Vermut” or vermouth wine dance is
traditionally held in different bars in different neighbourhoods
every Sunday. This afternoon delight attracts hipsters, old
and new, and offers live music, DJs and generous amounts of
Mediterranean fortified wine all before dinner time. (Different
venues; facebook.com/VenTubcn)

Unbeknownst to most, the best views of the city are found on the lookout bunker
of Carmel aka BUNKER TURÓ DE LA ROVIRA. Beautiful, spacious and free, it’s
ideal for picnics, selfies and sunsets. Tricky to get to (24 bus is your safest bet) but
that view! Go before the money-mad-tourism-machine seeks to change it.

Located in Gràcia, BAR BODEGA
QUIMET is a charming, authentic local.
I met chef David Montero in Dublin
in 2007. He generously
timed the launching of
La Bodega to coincide
with my arrival! Open
seven days a week,
I recommend
patatas mojo picon
and vermouth wine
by the barrel, which
is also available to
take away (Carrer de
Vic 23, +34 932 184 189).
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Barna’s oldest antique market
ENCANTS recently got an
intergalactic roof, above.
Haggling over secondhand treasures has never
been such fun. (Avinguda
Meridiana 69, +34 93 246
3030; encantsbcn.com)
Then next door, go talk
to BRUUMRUUM! an
installation at Disseny
Hub Museum, right (Plaça
de les Glòries Catalanes
37-38, +34 93 256 6800;
museudeldisseny.cat)

More about Killian
“The Killah from Manila” wasn’t born
anywhere near the Philippines …
clearly from Cork, Killian Cooper
swapped Ireland’s graphic design
scene for Barcelona four years ago.
Together with Australian Dave Glass
he started Hungry Castle, a studio
specialising in public art and fashion
(hungrycastle.com). After making a
sculpture of Lionel Richie’s Head that people literally
get into and a giant Laser Cat that projects art onto
buildings around the world, Killian is gearing up for his
biggest project yet: fatherhood.
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If you’re looking for eclectic gifts, I know this gem of a lifestyle store run
by the beautiful Gem Dealbert. In LA TALENTA everything is carefully
curated, from restored furniture to vintage objects. Dad still loves the
Michael Collins whiskey-lamp I bought him there! (Carrer Codols 23,
+34 934 123 879; latalentabarcelona.com)

AER LINGUS FLIES FROM DUBLIN TO BARCELONA TWICE DAILY, AND
FROM CORK THRICE WEEKLY.

